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Nifty Dryer & Storage Setup - All In A Container

John and Wendy Hollings bought their already established walnut orchard in
Torlesse Road West Melton at the end of 2017 and needed a drying and
storage setup for the 2018 harvest. John, being a handy allrounder, hunted
around, asked lots of questions and came up with this neat and effective setup.

The container has doors at one end and all along the side so it wasn't the
cheapest one that could be bought but it very versatile.
 
Air is dried by two standard domestic dehumidifiers and common carpet drying
fans supply the airflow.
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In 2018 John and Wendy dried 3.6 tonnes of walnuts at a total operating cost of
10¢ a dried kilo for the electricity.

The storage boxes used are the smaller of the two standard sizes adopted in
Canterbury and they can be stacked three high in the storage area of the
container. Their 35hp tractor is able to handle the small boxes well enough.

More information from jw.hollings@xtra.co.nz
 

Above. Diagram of the container showing different sections.
Below. Business end of the container where drying takes place. 
Further Below. Tractor loading storage boxes onto trailer.

mailto:jw.hollings@xtra.co.nz?subject=Enquiry%20about%20dryer
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Seminar And Field Day A Big Success

 Informative And Very Useful 

Professor David McNeil provided us with excellent in depth information at our
seminar and field day on February the 3rd.

His presentation was detailed and thought provoking. Here is a summary of his
main message.

There seems to be no reason why we shouldn’t aim to produce 5 tonnes of
quality walnuts per hectare but to do this we have to learn much more about
our trees and individual properties. 



It’s not possible to come up with an off-the-shelf orchard management
prescription that would suit all. Rather, we have to measure and manage our
own properties in ways that are appropriate for the soils, trees and microclimate
of each individual orchard. 

The effort involved could be worth it. For example an extra two tonnes of
production per hectare is worth $6000 to $7000 and David thinks the potential
is there. 

Measurement involves knowing the percentage of available sunlight area that
our canopy covers and plotting that against production. From this information
we should set targets and manage the water, nutrients, minerals and trees
throughout the year. By doing this we can come to an understanding of what is
required to have the optimum amount of carbohydrate in the trees for each part
of the growing cycle.
 
Good management also requires us to maximise the number of nut bearing
spurs and reduce the amount of vegetative growth on producing trees. 

Getting the maximum amount of sunlight onto the maximum amount of canopy
is a key factor. 

David gave us insights into how we might achieve these things but it is not
always easy.

He recommended that we should work together and help each other out.
NZWIG should take the lead and set up one or more supportive "hands on in
the field" growers' groups (Orchard Discussion Groups) so that we can broaden
our understanding of the critical factors in our orchard management. 

Standardised protocols for the collecting of information would be required.

It seems that this could dovetail into our existing benchmarking project. 

Professor David McNeil’s presentation was one of the most informative events
we have held. 

Thanks to Dave Malcolm for organising the event and Frank Brenmuhl
for initiating it.



 
Links To Information

Full copies of David McNeil's seminar notes are available here  You will
need the password to view this page. The password is McNeil. DO
NOT SHARE THIS LINK. For copyright reasons David has asked us not
to share this information with anyone except other NZWIG members.
Videos, The videos that David recommended we watch can be found on
this page
A PDF copy of the booklet that David was selling at the seminar can  be
found here
Links to this information will continue to be available on this web
page walnuts.org.nz/articles/David McNeil - Yield & Management

In The Field

The seminar was followed by an interesting field trip to Jo and Andrew
Horsbrugh's. It was agreed that the radical pruning they've undertaken this year
was to correct mistakes of the past.

Thanks Jo and Andrew for letting us use your place so that Professor McNeil
could show us what he'd been talking about. 

https://walnuts.org.nz/david-mcneils-information-for-nzwig-members/
https://ucanr.edu/sites/WalnutShortCourse/Agenda/
https://nzwig.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/report-5-improved-management-of-walnut-quality-factors-under-grower-control-_final.pdf
https://walnuts.org.nz/articles/improving-yield/
https://walnuts.org.nz/articles/improving-yield/
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Top. Prof David McNeil, the presenter, and Dave Malcolm, the organiser.
Attendees, about 40 in all. 
Below. At Horsbrugh's. The finer points of walnut trees and their management.

Small Cooperatives
Dave Malcolm added variation to the seminar
and challenged us to think about equipment
cooperatives for smaller growers. Harvesters,
dryers and sprayers are just some of the items
that could be shared. Dave's powerpoint
presentation can be seen here.
Or you can email him. 

Simple Walnut Sizer (otherwise know as Vinnie The
Vibrator)

Karen and Colin Prebble realised that they could get their nuts into a higher
paying grade at the Co-operative if they removed any that were 24mm or
smaller so Colin came up with this clever sizer.

It's a prototype and is due for a few improvements but it worked well enough
last season.

https://walnuts.org.nz/dave-malcolm-cooperatives/
mailto:dandj.malcolm@gmail.com?subject=Small%20Cooperative


Contact Colin if you'd like to know more.

mailto:crprebble@gmail.com?subject=Vinnie%20the%20vibrator
https://nzwig.files.wordpress.com/2019/02/vinnie-diagram.pdf


This Video Shows Vinnie The Vibrating Sizer In Action 

Ross Pannell Writes About Phytophthora And More

We have been on the "HEARTWOOD" property for about 5 years, arriving at
the end of Feb 2014. Consequently, we found ourselves straightaway in our
first harvest, with pretty much minimal knowledge of walnuts. But as our a son-
in-law famously said – “How hard can it be?”   YEH – RIGHT!!

Probably one of the biggest challenges and as yet not completely solved has
been the effect that Phytophthora has on some of the trees. It is quite
devastating to see 15 year old ( and younger) trees gradually succumb to the
point where they are just standing skeletons.

Once they are felled it is easy to see the extent to which they have been
infected with the whole trunk blackened.

The property used to grow apples among other things and this is considered to
be a source of infection.

We were advised by a local Ag chemical firm to try using Phosgard, which

https://youtu.be/BwYkpbtCcj8


contains phosphorous acid, applied with syringes developed for the avocado
industry, directly injecting a solution into the trunk. This appeared to work on
some trees as new growth started, but after a while this collapsed, presumably
due to the trees' root system being unable sustain the required nutrients. There
was also a problem with some trees being damaged due to excess pressure
applied to the syringes.

We also foliar sprayed the trees twice a year, once when full canopy had
developed, about November, and another after harvest in early to mid-May
before leaf drop. A neighbouring walnut farmer has applied the second spray
just before harvest to ensure maximum foliar uptake with a complete canopy,
and I think we will follow suit this year.

A search of the internet pointed to a bacterium which had been beneficial in
controlling and potentially eliminating the Phytophthora by parasitizing the
disease in the  root zone. 
I found that a local company was producing Streptomyces Lydicus and so after
discussions with the manufacturer and our agronomy consultant, John
McKendry I decided to try it. 

It was also considered that the Streptomyces would possibly be effective
against walnut blight. So I tried using it in place of the copper spray for blight
over the whole orchard. Results might be mixed as our Rex look quite healthy,
but the Meyric and Vina have dropped a lot of blighted fruit, so possibly we will
use copper as well next season.

Along with the residual Streptomyces foliar spray falling on the orchard floor, all
trees were given a soil drench of the bacteria and phosgard mid spring.

Although it may take some time for the streptomyces to colonise in the root
zone the expert opinions are that it will work in the long run.
I guess that's what walnut farming is - a waiting game!

Ross Pannell, 
"Heartwood", Appleby, Nelson.
To contact Ross click here. 

mailto:ross.pannell@gmail.com?subject=NZWIG%20Phytophthera%20Article




Golden Hills Walnuts is Changing Hands
It is the end of an era for Denis & Jocelyn Laird who planted the Walnut Grove 
in Golden Hills Road, Waimea West, Nelson. On March the 1st they will hand
over the guardianship to Neil Pomphrett and Carol Whitfield. Neil recently flew
over from Sydney to attend David McNeil's seminar in West Melton. Golden
Hills is right beside where Neil grew up. 

Jocelyn Writes
We are delighted Neil and Carol are to be the new owners and hope they enjoy
the Property and interest in the walnuts as much as we have.

It has been a 20 year project for us while we grew our three lovely boys to
young men along side the walnuts and our busy professional jobs

We planted the Walnut Grove after attending the first National Conference of
WIG in 2003.

We prepared for processing the walnuts by building a purpose built shed to
house cracking and sorting equipment, oil press etc. and also a harvester from
Australia and a washer huller from China.

We have had to be innovative with some machinery needed, like all walnut



growers. For example our drying process works well in the Nelson Climate. We
had a batch dryer made here in Richmond to Denis's design after looking at the
ones in France. We force a high rate of ambient air through with what was the
old Wairau Hospital air conditioning blower unit powered by an old tractor. It
works well without the need to add heat or dehumification. The test for water
activity level in the walnuts has proven we have dried the walnuts down to the
acceptable level required for storage and also our walnuts do last well without
losing colour etc.

Our products are sold at the Nelson Markets, some retail outlets and online
sales. The quality of the walnuts has been appreciated.

We are verified to MPI National Programme Level 3 standard.

But we are now both retired from our 'real jobs', the boys have grown and left
home and we have grandchildren.

It has been a wonderful journey and we are very sad to go. Leaving is being
made easier by knowing Neil and Carol are keen to take over. We will help
them as much as they need to get to know the place and I am sure we will
continue to be interested in the journey of NZWIG. 

Sadly we didn't get down to Canterbury enough to attend meetings but we
eagerly awaited the newsletters and any information sent. Nelson Hubber has
been very helpful in sourcing information we needed.

Locally we have valued the peer support from Murray Dill and the late Donna
Hiser and now Ross and Ngaire Pannell. Also Darryl and Karen Johnson of
River Terrace Nurseries and Janet Wood of Brightwater plus all the lovely
people we meet in the Nelson Markets from all different walks of life. We have
been surprised how many people have been genuinely interested in what we
were doing and have been able to offer all sorts of useful advice along the way.

Enough said. I hope the photos below say more than words.

Jocelyn & Denis Laird
Golden Hills Walnuts
Email: sales@walnuts.net.nz
Web Page 
Phone: +64-21-276-3114

mailto:sales@walnuts.net.nz
http://www.walnuts.net.nz/


Pictures Show,
Golden Hills walnut orchard, processing areas, the retail products made on the
property and Denis, Jocelyn and granddaughter.

Property For Sale
We will be sad to lose Barbara and Graeme Nicholas from our industry. They
have their property for sale. Here is the advertisement. 

Money Does Grow On Trees



10.4 hectare walnut orchard nearing maturity
Fourteen tonnes harvested 2018
Architectural eco-friendly home - three bedrooms, two bathrooms, two
living areas
Superb outbuildings with studio over workshop
Elite Templeton soil - irrigation consent

Deadline sale closing 2pm, Thursday 16 May 2019

John Davison
Real Estate Consultant
M 027 436 4464
F 03 325 2692
E john.davison@farmlands.co.nz

 

Ron Ferguson
Real Estate Consultant
M 027 498 6256
F 03 325 2692
E ron.ferguson@farmlands.co.nz

mailto:john.davison@farmlands.co.nz?subject=Nicholas%20Walnut%20Property
mailto:ron.ferguson@farmlands.co.nz?subject=Nicholas%20Walnut%20Orchard


For sale: Folding walnut drying tables. 
Designed to allow free air movement to dry walnuts in ventilated trays. 
3m x1.050m. 
Nine trays available.
$60/table.
Contact Graeme Nicholas, 027 208 7314



For Sale 
Walnut Racks On Wheels.
8 Racks, bird netting on frames. 1570mm x 1000mm
Slide in and out - can be removed
On wheels, two castors for steerage
Wheel brakes
$380.00
Contact Nelson Hubber 027 272 9738





Items for sale

High pressure professionally built washer. Suit operation up to 6 ton. 
Large drying racks. Wooden framed stacking. Approximately 2.4 m x 1.2
Small single handler stackable drying trays.
Dolly’s available for easy handling of stacks. 

Contact Colin Prebble.  021 325 900 or crprebble@gmail.com

Co-op Shares for sale
The following may be of  interest to any co-op shareholders who need to buy more
shares to cover increased walnut supply to the factory from the 2018 harvest. 

NOTICE ON BEHALF OF A SHAREHOLDER OF WALNUTS NZ CO-OPERATIVE
WHO WOULD LIKE TO SELL THEIR PARCEL OF 213 SHARES

These are available for purchase by an existing shareholder of the co-op, or by
someone who has the intention of supplying the co-op and signing up as a
shareholder. The price per share would be by agreement between the buyer and the
seller.

Please Contact Ted Anscombe directly on 03-688-7633
 

Next Walnut Social - Last One Went Well

Next informal Get-Together will be on Sunday 3rd March at 6pm
@ Two Fat Possums, 745 Weedons Ross

mailto:crprebble@gmail.com?subject=Items%20for%20sale


Road, West Melton http://www.twofatpossums.co.nz/

Everyone including non walnut friends welcome. 

Background: These Informal social events are happening approximately every two
months - anyone involved with walnuts is invited to come along! We meet at casual
bar/cafe-type venues so that people can just turn up with no booking required.
People can buy a drink and/or a meal as they wish.

Crazy Cracking Competition. They are at it again!

http://www.twofatpossums.co.nz/
https://youtu.be/i1PQX64cTgY


Tell Me About Stuff - Nelson Hubber, Editor

Please send in pictures, stories, articles and your opinions, or ask for
topics to be covered.
We can publish serious articles and growers information for you
at walnuts.org.nz
Send out notices to members for you about items for sale, events, etc.
We can feature short items and pictures from you in this newsletter.
Tell interesting tales in the "Orchard Stories" page of walnutsplease.nz
(This will build up internet traffic to our site and increase interest in walnuts).

And we can help sell your walnuts on "Where to buy NZ walnuts" (On

average over 20 people per day visit this walnutsplease.nz page)

NZ Walnuts Please Website
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